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Please use these guidelines to ensure  
Chippenham Town Council, and our  
proprietary assets, are communicated  
correctly, consistently and with rigour.

Chippenham is a 
dynamic town. Here 
at the town council 
we are committed to 
protecting it’s heritage 
and values, whilst 
looking to better its 
future. Our identity is 
key in communicating 
our town as a healthy, 
vibrant and attractive 
place in which to 
work, live and visit.

Welcome



Brand model

Chippenham Town Council is the parent 
brand. The council and its assets have a 
shared visual language. We have specific 
marques for our assets and each of them 
has its own colourway. Each asset needs 
to be seen to underpin the parent brand. 
Entities have their own specific name, 
marque and colourway. However, it must 
be made plain Chippenham Town Council 
own and run these divisions. In turn, the 
parent brand and the assets, will grow 
stronger with careful and considered 
application of the visual language. These 
guidelines will show you how this is done.

Inclusive LOCALACCESSIBLE

HARD 
WORKING DILIGENTEfficient

TRUSTED CARINGConscientious
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Logotype

Our logotype

Our logotype takes cues from the town’s 
coat of arms, instilling a relationship with 
the town’s strong history. A simple style and 
clear, uncluttered typography helps to give the 
marque a more practical and modern presence.

There is a left aligned and centred version 
of the primary logo, these should be used 
in most cases. There is also a shorthand 
version that can be used if space is limited 
but the words ‘Chippenham Town Council’ 
should be typed elsewhere. All versions have 
a full colour, black and a white variant. The 
examples shown here show when best to 
use these variants.

When producing communications for any 
of our assets the primary Chippenham Town 
Council logo should not be used. The assets 
own logo is sufficient in communicating 
that it is part of the parent brand.
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PRIMARY  |  LEFT ALIGNED  |  FULL COLOUR

SECONDARY  |  SHORTHAND  |  BLACKPRIMARY  |  CENTRED  |  WHITE-OUT
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70mm/265px(w) 45mm/170px(w)22mm/83px(w)

Logotype use

Minimum size

When using our logos it is important they 
remain identifiable and every part is legible. 
To ensure this, the logos should not be 
reduced below the sizes stated here. 

Exclusion zone

To help legibility and create a clean and 
contemporary look and feel, an exclusion  
zone should be used when applying the logo. 
 
For the primary logos the exclusion zone is 
equal to the cap-height of ‘CHIPPENHAM’. The 
shorthand logo exclusion zone is equal to the 
width of the shield. No text, graphic element  
or imagery should be placed within these areas.
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Proprietary assets

These are our proprietary assets, 
both separate from and linked to 
Chippenham Town Council. All from 
the same parentage but with their own 
personality – all equally important in 
our town’s community.

The shield taken from the Chippenham 
Town Council logo and the typeface is 
what links the three assets to the parent 
brand. The name and colour is what 
differentiates them.

There are two versions of each assets’ 
logo. A left aligned version and a 
centred version. When applying the 
logo the location should mirror the text 
justification. Each version has a variant 
with either black or white text. The 
examples shown here show when  
best to use these variants.

CENTRED  |  WHITE-OUT TEXTLEFT ALIGNED  |  BLACK TEXT
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Our colour palette
DARK GREEN 1
C65 M0 Y60 K90
R20 G50 B35
#143223
Pantone 560 C
RAL 6005

DARK GREEN 2
C80 M30 Y80 K93
R10 G30 B15
#0A1E0F
Pantone 5467 C
RAL 6009

DARK GREY 1
C0 M0 Y0 K80
R87 G87 B86
#575756
Pantone Cool Gray 10 C
RAL 7043

LIGHT GREY 2
C0 M0 Y0 K40
R177 G177 B177
#B1B1B1
Pantone Cool Gray 6 C
RAL 7038

LIGHT GREY 1
C2 M0 Y2 K5
R242 G244 B242
#F2F4F2
Pantone 621 C 60%
RAL 9003

Chippenham MuseumChippenham Town Council Neeld Community 
& Arts Centre

Stanley Park 
Sports Ground

RED 2
C17 M100 Y100 K9
R188 G24 B24
#BC1818
Pantone 2350 C
RAL 3020

RED 3
C49 M95 Y74 K74
R62 G16 B18
#3E1012
Pantone 7631 C
RAL 3005

RED 1
C40 M100 Y100 K50
R102 G22 B14
#66160E
Pantone 1815 C
RAL 3011

The only solid red that 
can be used behind the 
Chippenham Museum 
logotype.

ORANGE 1
C3 M45 Y95 K0
R240 G154 B17
#F09A11
Pantone 137 C
RAL 1037

The only solid orange 
that can be used 
behind the Neeld 
logotype.

ORANGE 2
C0 M80 Y100 K0
R231 G78 B15
#E74E0F
Pantone 1655 C
RAL 2004

ORANGE 3
C0 M22 Y96 K0
R253 G200 B0
#FDC800
Pantone 123 C
RAL 1018

BLUE 1
C88 M79 Y25 K60
R35 G35 B68
#232344
Pantone 282 C 90%
RAL 5022

The only solid blue that 
can be used behind the 
Stanley Park Sports 
Ground logotype.

BLUE 3
C70 M45 Y0 K70
R38 G56 B85
#263855
Pantone 2379 C
RAL 5026

BLUE 2
C100 M85 Y0 K0
R33 G58 B142
#213A8E
Pantone 286 C
RAL 5002

Dark Green 1 is the primary colour of 
the Chippenham Town Council brand.  
It can be used in text, page backgrounds 
and graphic shapes. Other colours 
shown here may also be used in a  
more supporting role. 

Each proprietary asset has one primary 
colour, these are Red 1, Orange 1 and 
Blue 1. These colours are the assets’ 
primary colour and only this colour 
should be used behind the white out 
version of each assets’ logo. The range 
of colour spaces (red, orange, blue) 
opens up further colours in the range 
within each division. These further 
colours may also be used liberally  
on communications for each asset.

Using white for text and backgrounds is 
also acceptable and encouraged where 
legibility allows.



Rotis Semi Serif
55 | 65
 
Proprietary assets and 
occasionally strong headlines.

Trebuchet
Regular | Italic | Bold | Bold Italic
 
To be used when the Rotis typeface is not available.

Rotis Sans Serif
45 | 55 | 65 | 75
Body copy, sub-headers  
and headlines.
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Our typefaces

We use the font family Rotis throughout 
the Chippenham Town Council brand.  
We use two members of this family,  
Rotis Semi Serif and Rotis Sans Serif.

The Rotis Semi Serif typeface should only 
to be used for names of the proprietary 
assets and occasionally strong headlines.
The Rotis Sans Serif typeface should be 
used for body copy, sub-headers and 
headlines. Both of these typefaces can  
be used at all of their available weights.

We also use Trebuchet as an alternative 
typeface. This should be used only when 
any of the Rotis weights are not available.
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Our photography style

Clear, uncluttered. Black and white  
or full colour. Engaging, interesting  
subjects. These images are examples  
that should primarily be used large,  
as a background behind text and relate  
to the main piece of content within a 
piece of communication.

There will inevitably be documentative 
images, quick snaps that have less 
consideration. These should be treated 
secondary to the examples shown here. 
They should appear small on any piece  
of designed communication.

These images should be treated 
as examples and a guide only. 
They are not representative of 
any specific Chippenham Town 
Council assets.



Grids and blocks

A grid is a fundamental part of the 
Chippenham Town Council’s graphic 
communication. Predominantly dealing 
with information that intends to inform, 
it is important that it is organised and 
can be understood clearly and quickly. 
A grid will help achieve this. A grid that 
is used over many pieces of design will 
also help create graphic continuity. An 
example of how a grid can be used can 
be seen on the next page.

An element that will easily fit into a 
grid and should be applied to most 
of our communications is a square 
or rectangular block of colour. Flat or 
multiplied this is a simple and effective 
way to clearly distinguish each of our 
proprietary assets with their specific 
colour ways.
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Open Tuesdays
5.30pm – 7.30pm

We need your help.

+44 (0)1249 446 699
PHarvey@chippenham.go.uk

Stanley Park
Boot room.

If you have an old pair of boots in good 
condition that you would like to donate 
please drop them in to Stanley Park or 
contact us using the details below.

These visuals should be treated 
as examples and a guide only. 
They are not representative of 
any specific Chippenham Town 
Council communications.



If you would like to know more about the 
Chippenham Town Council brand identity 
and it’s proprietary assets, or if you need 
further guidance please contact us. 

Lynsey Nichols
01249 446699 
LNichols@chippenham.gov.uk
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Get in 
touch.


